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1. Introduction 
This research concludes through the two type of Afghan 
courtyard housing with surrounding layout that habitats 
should be physically harmonious with traditions and lifestyles, 
with privacy and that it’s possible to have an optimum house 
with middle cost. When the environment itself is not 
changeable, residents have to adapt themselves to their new 
conditions; consequently, some valuable traditions would be 
lost forever.  
This kind of graphical, analytical approach and using Pattern 
language method will focuses only on technical aspects, and 
consequently leads to conflict between architectural and 
urban design and traditional lifestyles.  
2. Objects and Goal of Research 
 The purpose of this investigation is to develop a pleasing 
indoor pattern Optimum and Sustainable shelter with outdoor 
pattern livable Afghan village and neighborhood plan, which 
responds to the surrounding cultural and physical 
environments based on the new traditional villages, the 
traditional neighborhood and an urban competitive program. 
It is also a purpose to keep traditional housing, which is fitted 
in environment, and to try to upgrade it with new traditional 
standards by pattern language. The main two objects of this 
thesis are: 
1. Upgrading the indoor traditional courtyard house & 

outdoor layout. 
2. Fit religiously and culturally the contemporary indoor 

courtyard house and outdoor layout. 
3. Method and Definition of Research 
The focal point will explain step by step (by Pattern 
language) the existing pattern study and the approach and 
results of all research will summarize the critical issues and 
define some architectural, planning, and environmental 
solution (Meta Pattern). The important discussion is the 
Design Pattern’s graphical and numerical analysis and the 
estimation with final conclusion. 
4. Small Scale Pattern Traditional Courtyard Housing  
The Afghan, village’s shape is generally central and with 
nuclear organization pattern of self-sufficient subsistence. 
The nuclear pattern, in which villages cluster like a town and 
several village-towns cluster surrounding a city, is the most 
common in Afghanistan.  
Afghan traditional architecture takes into account the styles 
that were popular in Afghan villages and areas.  
Kala Pattern House: all Afghan villages’, neighborhoods’ and 
cities’ basis and historical backgrounds connect to Kala. Kala 
is the best representative of Afghan traditional architecture, 
Usually square, sometimes rectangular in form, it consists of 
four massive mud walls with one single door in the front.  
 

5. From Large Scale Pattern Urban Neighborhoods to 
Small Scale Pattern Contemporary Courtyard Housing.  
The relationships between buildings, streets and open spaces 
form the urban fabric that helps to give a neighborhood its 
physical identity. Neighborhood design refers to the scale, 
form and function of buildings and open spaces (including 
streetscapes). Street layout refers to the pattern of local streets, 
for example as loop plus cul-de-sacs forms. Both can have 
impact on generated serene patterns. Sustainability focuses on 
decreasing transport planning inside the residence and 
community area and increasing pathway and bicycle 
connection routes as ‘places’ as well.  
6. Sustainability  
The overarching theme of sustainability can be seen from the 
viewpoint of social sustainability, economic sustainability, 
environmental sustainability, and technical sustainability. 
Thus, the concept of sustainability relates broadly to the 
major project theme of designing and planning for people, 
place, and environment. 
When the concept of sustainability is put forward in the 
context pattern of traditional courtyard housing for the 
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Afghan community, it is about sustaining the project itself 

(mud construction, wind scoop). Contemporary mass 
housing using modern technologies has not been able to 
cover the needs of community and individual, and eventually 
become unsustainable. 

7. Privacy 
The need of privacy regulation is universal but may vary 
from one person to other person, from culture to cultures.  
I can define privacy in shelter as a freedom as through which 
householders can use all indoor spaces plus courtyard (as 
indoor living space) far from any unwanted glare, sound and 
vision and get benefit from a fresh environment with the 
required facilities. That will be the optimum house for us.   
8. Conclusion 
In this research by Meta Pattern I summarize main problems 
like, lack of planning approaches, lack of important daily 
facilities and none policy for future growth. As a result after 
every passing day appears the neglected agricultural area, and 
the movement of peoples to the cites. These are the existing 
big challenges. 
Also in the urban area, the modern grid subdivision layout 
system, being copied without adaptation, designs of mass 
building without any suitability and fitting to the local culture. 
For those all above problems, I introduced by pattern 

language of Design pattern some good solutions both for 
traditional courtyard house with layout village and for 
contemporary courtyard house with surrounding urban 
neighborhood (Conceptual Design of Village, Serene 
Neighborhood and optimum courtyard housing are the main 
patterns).  
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